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Michael Les hdar, Chie 
Rules Review and Directives Branch <-.' _4 
,Division of Administration Services 
Office of Administration ' 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory, Commission , .  

Washington,DC 20555:. : 

"-RE: Louisiana Energy Services pre-application 
requests- :-* ' 

Dear Mr. Lesar: 

",Attached please find the comnients' of the Tennessee 
Environmental Council(TEC) regarding the proposeduranium: .  
enrichment facility to be sited in Hartsville, TN. The comments 
address the various requests made by Louisiana Energy, 
"Services (April 30, 2002) regarding licensing considerations 

"that the Nii6cleariRegulatory Commission will take into accoimt 
'when an application is filed for theenrichment facility.' , % 

' .TEC staff compiled theseecmients with'the assistance of Mr: - , 
-'David Proano. We 'appreciate y7otir attention to. our concerns," 
and you may contact me with any fui-ther questions about these 
"comments. -. _. _ - ,. 

Thank you-in advwice f6r your review.of the attached ' 

'Executive Director i , -," "'.." ..  

Attchment: Five (5) pe ' -

Sincerely, .. . '* ;" :: 

,l> A/ilL~iiW4 
Will Clla!a 
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Louisiana Energy Services ,Uranium Enrichment 
Plantlicensing'-rroposedHartsvie; F ciiity 

No ActionAltemativei 

Prior Administrations have moved forward with the'nucleai-arms reductions called for in 
START I and II. With full implementation of START I and II and the-potential ' 
ratification of START HI, an opportunity exists to remove numerous nuclear warheads 
ro the U.S: and forme SovietgUrion'arsenals.i •T ,". Jj, 

In tfiis'6ventsthie'blen'ding down of highly bhrichld'uraniumr would provide supplemental' 
fuel supplies that shodId'accbommnodite the needs'of the'doinestic nuclear power indusiry 
for decades to come. Also, according to the'Office of Eniv'ironmie~ntal Mfhagement; the 
Department of Energy has 7,379 metric tons of surplus low enriched uranium, 17,204 
m'etric tons of natural ura'mnum and 175 metric tons ofhighly enriched iiranium. Use of .  
tliesestockpiles would 'spplement domesiic stippliesft o meei the'needs'of the nuclear' 
power indistry.' : ." ; -- ' " : " "'-.... " , 

Non-proliferation is a priority goal of U.S. foreign policr, -ýind & ntractuil'agreements to' 
acquire as much highly enriched uranium from foreign sources would be steps to advance 
that goal: ̀ However, expanision of ihe 'uranium enrichment industry in the U.S. might '' 

serve as a dsincentive'for further 'reductionsif th 'excess fuiel supplies'deflate market: 
prices. 4 

Finally, on June 18, 2002,* ihe Depahtment 6f Energy* signed `an agreement-with USEC 4 

guaranteeing shipments'froin'Russiin warheads-Energy Secretary Spencer Abrahami said
of the accord, "Withit•is areeent Anericaaccomphshes two veryimportant goals, 
ensuring our domestic capacity to produce fuel for our commercial nuclear reactors and , 
meeting importat'nifulear n6nproliferaiion goals 6)y acceptinig ýnrichbed uihinium from 
Russia." This counters the LES argument about the need for greater domestic supply.  

Alternative sources of enriched uranium for fuel supplies shbuld lie 'a'iilabli because of ' 

successful arms reductions negotiations and existing uranium stockpiles. This manner of 
generating low enriched uranium is highly preferable to the enrichment of uranium ore 
a process that causes many additional environmental consequences.  

The LES request to require no further consideration of the "no action alternative" 
should be denied.



Financial Qualifications

1. Construction'of tdh facilit-y shall not conimence beforefiinding is fully committed 
Of thiis fulfinding (equ~ity and debt), the applicant must have in place before 
constructing theiassociiated capacity.:'()a minimnuin of eqdity c&ontributions of 30 
percent ofproject costs from the parents and affiliates of the partners; and (b) 
firm commitments ensuringfunds for the remaining project costs 

2. The applicant shall not proceed with the project unless it has in place long terT 
enrichment contracts (i.e. 5 years) with prices sufficient to cover both 
construction and operating costs, including a return on investment, for the entire, 
term of the contracts.', I 'i; .  

First, it has been suggested that many of the domestic utilities involved in this proposal 
will no longer be party to the facility once licensing is complete. All corporations or 
private entities associated with LES and the specific application before the NRC should 
remain liable for any. and all activities, at the, proposed Hartsville facility, in perpetuity, 
regardless of the limits of their initial involvement.  

Second, because LES is not an operating company with any reliable history, there is great 
concern among residents that it~would abandon the project should the market for enriched 
uranium prove unprofitable. In that case, were the facility operating, there is a good 
chance LES would leave Hartsville and Tennessee with a contaminated site and an 
extensive accumulation of depleted uranium.  

The history of uranium enrichment in the United States has left a legacy of on-site 
storage of depleted uranium. With no other plan available, we believe LES will resort to 
on-site storage as well.  

LES should be required to post a bond for clean up and remediation in an amount no less 
than $1 billion. This figure, closely matches the cost estimates for management and, 
recovery of existing depleted uranium stockpiles at other, DOE sites (Department of 
Energy report prepared by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, September 1997).  
This bond should be posted prior to the NRC granting a license to the applicant.  

The LES request to limit financial qualifications to the operation and management 
of the plant should be denied.-.,



Tails Disposition 

'For the fore going reasons, Section 3113 of the.USEC Privatization Act constitutes 
"'a '-"plausible Miategy"foFithe tre7at~ei~t de;leted ireainiium tailkgnei:ited by a 

meS ori~ecial uraniumýin'eAimehtfacilib 'Oh MI' hii bis, -thý C6d$mis'io'in Is 
inhitil he'ariing oder shoulde elicitly ?ejfleci 'ihe 6conclrýibin -that thi's ýtatui6 ry 
prOvýipsi!.niconsfituteý the required "plausible' ,iraejDy"fordisjxi~sin'g6f ihe' 

'depleted tails ihit 'Kzld 1e &eaitk~ by'i au'ranium enruilimenitfacility.A eut 
~nofurtherconsideraition of thsissu~ olde i4iWdb h icnsingBar 

,'-* ý, ;I - -' $ 

LES contends that the Department of Energy ,will take possession of the depleted 
uranium'produced -it the facility'aindt'ha-t this "jla'uis'iblestriatigir" hduld s'uffi~e'v ith'iio' 
furthe~rcbi's'ida~ti-on -b~y the'Licensiihg flaid:' Thi~i'ihsriiemo~st'r'ejpihefiibl6rof th'e LES'ý 
requests, -: 

R a d io akfi v~'e"'s ti `eI 6f all -1-cat'eige s 6 i i n'ue' tiob 6'iu' is 8l Vd ~r 6 bl I foi thI e n f Ie- ir 
power-iAdust~y "Dicadeg n blio'6 on il hae;b6eAn's t worldng 'on inrafiint ~ 

reposit6niies, 'rejif'o''ssg 'an'd other was~te mianagement'plans with miniimal progres.  

LES should be required to submit a very detailed waste management plan that should 
includý6'at kast the fobllo,%kirigý"f'- , -. I . I. 1 

1. On-site storag'ep' pa'nf'o~r any ntenmn blding \fwasfe( *-' i 

2. tSliecific-desti naon fl waste and contractuial aigreementsfor trahsfer 
.3. prji ans anap fo mI) 

A.,Financial tirtes(odlu iiiurWf $1 billi6n) fof wýs6 remiov'al 

aindrei~m iatiofi of thei= "~ " ~ '~~ 

5. 1Guarianie4- s' to thie itite'of Thnin~iessee" thit~no wast6e(ý ed~plei i~ir'ýnhiuiin m. 'il r~eimiain 
-on'sit'e Aeiftr the ýeniriflige&facilitý6e'as'e~s~o-peationi ~ ~ 

Tennessee [ecently~ soughtI action against tLe b eiApuILJI1m.i1 ofJ Eneigy1o' 'requL ~ i orem"oJ

all d&jp-le'ted iiinim*"iiiifrom"'the Oak k~id~'fiacilfty. -An -agr'ementifs'h1b~e~ reached to 
remove iiaiacumuliated waitý'y 6oq. 2O th6le'op'16of Teiihesse~d doot ~wanit thii s pe 
of waste in our state, wethe fronm past pr duciion or ay futu're productioni.

LESha sat~ tatthe '.tails'w'ill "'ot fniairi in Troiuida'1e Couinlty", in.'efinrie
Th~rija~i~u~~slb~ d&aiW~ pla'i"i t hw t~i 'f 

Shiou'ld-LE-S-n~ot-provide a c&mjpeheinslivel 'patn fcir i~imoval, it ifl6uldb1;e riequired to 
submit'"a n-e'w I-lkeii'se apiplic'ation-s 'a-ahaz~fdo~ s waste storage faedlityr a de~fin'ed' bl" 4O F,: 
CER, parts 264 and 265 to establish minimum national standards for the fi'anigefeiihft of 

The LES ýeq1es'''r''~tE''tir of t;wa~ste i'as `a ,plausible 
strategy" sh6uld 6e'de~kid." " ~ '



Environmental Justice 

Proposal 1: With regard to the issue of racial discrimination in siting afacility, 
the evaluation of this issue shall be limited to whether there is direct evidence of 
racial discrimination in the siting criteria employed by the applicanL Absent 
"such evidence, nofirther. consideration of this issue is required This 
determinationi will be made based upon q review of the specific. criteria employed 
by the applicant. Noffurther inquiry into the application of the criteria will be 
required 

Section 2.2 of Executive. Order 12898, 59 Fed. Reg. 7629 (Feb. 16, 1994), requires 
federal agencies to ensure that agency, programs, policies, or activities do not have the 
effect of subjecting persons to discrimination because of race, color, or national origin.  
This section of the Order compels the NRC to deny issuing a license where the applicant 
has used race, color, or, national origin as a criterion for selecting the prospective site.  
Granting a license to an apiicant who has considered the rae,, color, or national origin 
of the persons or conieunities'around the prospective sitel has the practical effect of 
subjecting those persons or communities to discrimination by the NRC.  

Anti-discrimination laws, such as Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (USCS §§, 
2000e et seq.), have historically been difficult to enforce because of the evidentiary 
hurdles involved in establishing racial discrimination. The Supreme Court has 
recognized and attempted to overcome thiose evidentiary hurdles in Title VII suits by 
shifting the burden of proving thai hirihg'decisions were not based on race, color, or 
religion onto the employer once the former or prospective employee advances prima ficie 
evidence to suggest discrimination. See McDonnellDruglds Corp. v. Green, 411 U.S.  
792 at 802 (1973) (affirming reversal of the dismissal of a former employee's Title VII 
claim and, in remanding matter for trails ins tructing the lower court on the allocation of 
the burden of proof). This burden shifting acknowledges the practical reality that direct 
evidence of discrimination in the, employment context is seldom, if ever, found because 
employers are highly unlikely to document or disclose any inappropriate considerations 
made in hiring decisions. Similmarly, it is difficult to imiagine that an applicant would 
actually make a record or an admission of the, use of discriniinatoryicriterion in site 
selection. Thus, if discrimination has play'ed a role in site selection, indirect evidence, 
such as the low-percentage, of minorities in similar sites that were considered but not 
selected or a poorly documented site selection process, will more than likely be the only 
signal that the applicant has improperly considered factors such as race, color, or religion.  
Where the indirect evidence of discrimination is compelling, the NRC should shift to the 
applicant the burden of demonsirating that it liaý chosen the proposed site for clearly 
legitimate reasons.  

Furthermore, given the limited resources of the NRC Staff, it is impractical for the NRC 
to conduct the type of investigation that is likely necessary to uncover direct evidence of.  
discrimination. Thus, any inquiry by tl~e NRC into racial discrimination would

A



effectively be dead from the-onset, given the impracticality of such a,fiull-scale -' ;-., • 
investigation as well as the improbability that LES would'voluntarily provide direct 
evidence that itused discriminatory criteria in the site selection process. JUnder the LES : 
proposal, not only would thedNRC be limited to reviewing criteria supplied by LES itself,,, 
but also the NRC would be restricted from evaluating whether those criteria were, 
appropriately atiplied in'the site sele'ction process. hThNRC has.a responsibility' not to , 
tie its hands bn this important matter; rather, the NRC should take into accountall , -,,,/ ..  

applicable evidence'in making sure that the applicant has not made'improper,. .  
considerations in site selection:" " . , V; P - - , ,* ,' ' 

Since the NRC is under a duty to ensure thatadgency actiorfs'do'not have a discriminatory, i 
effect, the NRC should b6 compelled to' make every reasonable effortl'to ascertain that the;.  
applicant has not selected a Proposed site because of the race, coloror national origin of ., 
the surrouridingpersoris or communities. ILimiting the discrimination inquiry to'instances J 
of direct evidence would frustrate the-purpose of E.O. 12898 and unnecessarily restrict.•: 
the ability of the NRC-tb make a reasonable effort to ensure that 'agency actions do not 
promote orcause'discrimination.-- , "' ,.', 

Proposal 2:-An evaludlion of disparate impact shall only be required if .(a), the .-! 
. percentage of minorities or low-income 'households within the total population K:A_ 
:, ;:.residing in the area of assessment is greater than 20 percentage points above the :' 

correslionding percentage total for. the state or (in the case of minority. ", . :. . v I 
;-population) county; or (b) the percentage of minorities or low-income households ' 

in the area of assessment is greater than 50 percent of that area 's total population 
'or ho sehokis. ý- '_r-'. ~ ~ ' '* .i'~'* '~~ 

For purposes of evaluating whether an agency action has a disparate impact on minority 
or low-iricome segrmfents of the population, the NRC his utilized percentage guidelines -..' 
that identify those populations., While these guidelines are practical and useful;.it ,is x . ; 

essential 'that the NRC proceed caiefully'in setting those guidelines in order~to ensure a,, 
fair and realistic disparate impact analysis.-'" '.,:-, : ._ - i, -. ' 

The LES recommehdations'foriminority and low-income household -percentage; iS ' .  
thresholds are inadeqiuate and flawed for seVeral reasons.DFirst -of all; LES recommends ,"; 
that the NRCadopt 'a 20 percentage point standard while overlooking the fact that the -', 
NRC has used'a10, percehtage standard forrdispaiate impact analysis in several states;, * ; 
including North Carolina, South Carolina,' Georgia, Maryland, Virginia, Delaware,.as '" F.  
well as theDiftrict bf Columbia: rSee U.S. NUCLEAR REGUIATORY COMMISSION,, Generic.
EIS for License6Renewal of Nuclear Plahts, Calvert, Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant;:Section .; 
4.4.6 (Oct:, 1999);,U. S. NUcLEAR REGULATORY _COMMIssION,-Generic EIS for-License, i:
Renewal of Nuclea" Plants,-Oconee Nuclear Station, -Section 4.4.6 (Dec:11 999)".,'. • h, 

Second,,LES furtherfattempts-to subverta meaningful disparate analysis by .. _; ,,,,j , 
recommendidg•that the NRC'compare theipercefntage of minorities in the assessment area: 
to the total population in the county and not the'state as is customary' in NRC reviews., .- , 
This is an important distinction because minority populations tend to be concentrated



instead of being evenly distributed across the state; thus, counties with minority 
populations will usually have 'a significantly greater percentage of minorities than the 
percentage of miriorities on a statewide level. 'In light of the distribution pattern of.  
minorities, it is less likely that the percentage of minorities in the assessment area will 
exceed a percentage threshold if the comparison is made to the total minority percentage 
in a county instead of the total minority'percentage in the state. Adopting the LES 
recommendation provides an incentive for applicants to target counties with a larger 
minority population with the hope that the percentage of minorities in the assessment 
area, when compared to the county levels, will not exceed any set values.  

Finally, and perhaps most significantly, limiting the disparate impact analysis to instances 
where minority populations exceed preset thresholds disregards the fact that projects 
often have a disparate impact on minority and low-income individuals or communities 
because of the unique socio-economic and cultural characteristics of those individuals or 
communities., In other woids, just because the minority or low-income population in an 
assessment area is relatively small does not necessarily mean that the individuals in those 
populations are free from disproportionate impacts. For example, lower income 
individuals are less able to afford an automobile and thus may shoulder a greater burden 
than the rest of population where the building or operation of a facility requires the 
closing of a road between those ihdividuals' homes and centers of commerce or culture.  
Wealthier individuals, better able to afford automobiles, are impacted to a lesser degree 
in this situation because it is less burdensome for those individuals to drive the 
alternative, longer route than it is for the lower-income individuals to walk the longer 
route. In another example, where a nuclear facility-lowers the value of surrounding 
properties, lower income individuals are disproportionately impacted because they are 
less able to afford moving to a new location.  

These examples illustrate the need for the NRC to consider whether minority and low
income groups will be disproportionately impacted by the construction and operation of 
nuclear facilities because of'socio-economic or cultural distinctions. Indeed, in the 
environmental justice section of four recent environmental impact statements for the 
license renewal of nuclear plants, the NRC has recognized that socio-economic and 
cultural distinctions may lead to disparate impacts. See U.S: NUCLEAR REGULATORY 
COMMIssION, Generic EIS for License Renewal of Nuclear Plants, Calvert Cliffs Nuclear 
Power Plant, Sectioh 4.4.6 (Oct. 1999); U.S., NuCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION, 
Generic EIS for License Renewal of Nuclear Plants, Oconee Nuclear Station, Section 
4.4.6 (Dec. 1999); U. S:'NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION, Generic EIS for License 
Renewal of Nuclear Plants, Arkansas Nuclear One, Section 4.4.6 (April 2001); U.S.  
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMIssION,' Generic EIS for License Renewal of Nuclear 
Plants, Edwin I. Hatch Nuclear Plan, Section 4.4.6 (May2001)., In those statements, the 
NRC examines whether low-income or, minority populations have any distinct practices 
or characteristics, such as a dependence on subsistence agriculture or local fisheries, that 
could give rise to disparate impacts, regardless of whether those populations exceed a 
preset threshold. Adopting the all-or-nothing appr6ach recommended by LES ignores 
this crucial aspect of disparate impact analysi's.

A;



Proposal 3: When examining populations in the area of assessment of a proposed 
facility for disparateimpact,. the applicant and/or Staff need only use those U.S.,,- -, 

•:Census data Mhat are most readily available to it.; No further supplementation of-,, 
those data is required& .... .  

The U.S. Cehsus'data is the building block of evaluatinig what populations will be 
impacted;.but by no means is the Census data sfifficientin itself to provide an accurate,'.,, 
and realistic' assessment of disparate impacts. ,,Fof the same reasons-stated above; ,,:,, 
disparate impacts are often the produtct of distindt-socio-economiC or cultuiral factors,- -
inherent in' some minority or low-iriedme individuals and communities.rr A few very 
generil ififerences miy be made from knoiking'that a certain population is"-ispanie" or 
"low-incbme,'" as the Censuis data proVides,- but that data is wholly inadequate when it.. , 
comes to predicting h6w the constructi6n and-operation of a fiuclehrfacility will impact' 
certain populations and communities. For 6kariihle,,the Census data~will fail tb tell the I.' 
NRC that individuals in a low-income community walk to church on a certain road every 
Sundiy, or thatthe pioposed site is actually on religiously, sacred lafid.; 'Often,:the' 
disparate imgiactis iri th6 details.: I';,; . - , .' -- 

The NRC has recognized that Censuigdata is insufficient to 'mnake an informed decision-;'• 
about the potential disparate impact bf iaproposed facility. Again, in the four-recent ' -j
environmental impact statements for the license renewal of nuclear plants, the NRC has 
supplemented the census data with field inqluiries to local planning departments arid/or 
social service'agenfcies. See Id JIn'addition,.the NRC-staff in those'applications made an 
effoit to identify disprolortionate impacts'that mwere locaticn-dependent (like religiously 
sacred land) or arose from aii unusual dependence on? certain resources or practices 
(fishing, hunting, subsistence fanning, etc.),,information that is not likdy.found in, 
Census data. Those efforts by the NRC are again an implicit recognition that 
disproportion~ite impacts are often inextriably linked to the tinique socio-economic and' 
cultural'characteristics 'faminority or low-income jopulation.A: .- ,- : .  

Furthermorie; -the Ceiisus data niaymnot be sufficieiitly, specific or appropriately configured 
to signal'a potential:dispaiate impa6t. --The size and shaple of the cehsus blocks may make 
it impossible forthe-NRC to ideqiiately examine pbotential impacts on smaller 6nd/or.- " 
irregularly distributed polulati6ns.',For example,;the p6pulatioii living along a route used
to transport hazard6us materials tc iand fromi a nuclear facility is'uniquelyimpacted" 7 •.  
because of the i'isk that a vehicle iccident may expose that populati6n to those materials.
Due to the'irregular distribution 6f homes along a trdnspoftation corridor; the Census data 
may fail to indicife whether that population has a significant number 6f minority - !h 
individuals or low-income hbuses.r Supplemental data *ould be ndces~ary~in this icase to ;
identify, and 'it is.hbped; mitigate 'any lotential disprop6rtionhte impact on minority or .-:'f 
low-income populations: a," ' " '. . • .. -.. ti -.i- 2i :., 

Proposal 4: Any assessment of disparate impact on a minority or low-income 
.population within the area -of assiss-n'et shall beperformddfor thdt populationh 

..- ds a whole; subgroups within th 'largerpopiiletion shallnot be evaluated "

"7'



This LES proposal essentially prevents the NRC from taking into account the potential 
impact of a proposed facility on individuals within the minority or low-income 
populations that would be especially susceptible to actual or potential harms resulting 
from the operation or construction of the facility. One such group of susceptible 
individuals would be the children within a low-income or minority population. Choosing 
to disregard impacts specific to a subgroup, such as children, means ignoring the link 
between those subgroups and the greater minority or low-income population. A project 
that leads to an increase in the number of sick children in a certain population, for 
example, will undoubtedly place a greater burden on the population as a whole, as 
parents, teachers, and community leaders must take difficult steps in order to mitigate the 
pressures created by those sicknesses. The burden that a greater number of sick children 
places on the entire population, however, will be difficult if not impossible to predict 
without first looking At the children subgroup in order to understand how that specific 
subgroup will be affected by the proposed facility.  

Other subgroups of individuals within a population that should be evaluated separately 
include the elderly and those individuals especially susceptible to health problems 
because of a lack of access to health care facilities, among others. A realistic disparate 
impact assessment necessarily includes an analysis of groups within the larger 
population, and how the impacts on those groups will impact the larger population.  

Proposal 5: Due to the low risks offacility operation, the geographic area of 
assessment for disparate impact purposes for a Part 70facility shall be equal to 
or less than a 4-mile radius from the center of the site. If the facility is located 
within city limits, the required area of assessment shall be no greater than a 
radius of 0. 6 mile from the center of the site.  

LES attempts to restrict the disparate impact analysis by proposing to severely narrow the 
required area of assessment on the unfounded assumption that the facility is "low risk." 
Given that the likely size of the proposed site is about 500 acres, limiting the analysis to 
an area within four. miles of the center of site would mean that a significant portion of the 
assessment area would be within the site itself. Not only does this configuration make 
little sense because persons or communities will not be found within the site borders, but 
also an assessment area delineated in such a manner may likely skew the statistical data 
on the presence of minorities and low-income households. A more realistic and accurate 
analysis would begin the geographic assessment area at the outer edges of the proposed 
site and would not prematurely limit the assessment area based on an assertion that the 
facility is "low risk."1 LES proposes an even smaller area of assessment if the site is to be 
situated in a city. The shrinking of the assessment area is in direct contrast with the fact 
that in a city more people will be sithated closer to the edges of the facility, and in a city, 
the site itself will likely be smaller than in the countryside, effectively pushing a greater 
number of people closer to the risks located within the facility.  

The LES assertion that the facility is "low risk" should not escape the scrutiny of the 
NRC. It is important to note that LES, as the applicant, has a vested interest in calling the 
facility "low risk" and thus having a shrunken geographic area of assessment for

R



disparate impact purposes.'-.Our boncern is that the recommended geographic area of 
assessrfient'is based on convenience to LES and not on hard 'scientific data.: ,Before a 
facility is automatically designatedag "low risK,",the NRC~should investigate all the risks 
involved in the opeiation and construction of the facility,,.without failing to take into 
account the likelihood that uranium tailingi will be stored on'site for years' decades, or 
centuries to come. - .- .'." 

Another maj6r failuire of the LES proposal is the omission of any kind of consideration of' 
disparate irhipact's alohg'the roads that will'be used to transport materials to and from the.: 
proposed facility:, Comniunifies and individuals situated along corridors designated for ), 

the transportation of hazarddug'ahd radioactive rmaterials face a greater risk'of being,-:-i 
exposed to those materials because of transportation accidents. -Of all the possible 
incidenti'relatbd to the opeiation of the proposed facilitylthat could impact the 
surroundinig communities, transportation accidents may not only be themost likely to: 
occur; but they may also be the mostvinpredictable' and uncontrollable incident since they-.  
could occur anywhere along the transportation corridor and, in some places, at , , 
cofisiderable distance from any emergency servrices.r,, Thereforte, it is 'essential that an ".' , 
analysis of disparate impicts on minority of loW-incbme populations include an, -:.,, 
assessment of the populations along the transportation corridors.  

In order to adequately 4ssess disparate impacts'al6ng transportation corridors; the NRC 
would need to develop an dllropriate and practical strategy for such' aii assessment. -The-! 
first step iri the strdfegy would be to identify the risks involved in'transporting hazardous 
and radioactive material to and.froni the proposed facility." This risk analysis-would also 
include an" analysis of how'much of anf extra'burden such risks place'on persons and., 
communities living along the transportation cofn-idr., The'next stel would be an;: .':" 
identification of transportation corridors. The NRC could request that LES propose 
transpoitatioh routes to *and from the proposdd facility and provide the criteria used in.  
selecting those routes. Those criteria can then be examined to ensure the applicant is;.' 
making appropriate considerations in choosing the routes. Next, the NRC would need to 
gather the necessary information on the race, culture, and economic conditions of the 
persons and populations living along the route. Finally, the NRC would need to make an 
analysis of whether minority or low-income persons or populations living along the 
corridor face a disproportionate impact from the transportation of hazardous and 
radioactive materials.  

A practical disparate impact analysis along the transportation corridor requires that the 
NRC limit the area of assessment along the corridor. The length of the corridor to be 
assessed (the distance from the site) needs to be long enough to make a realistic 
assessment but short enough to make that assessment feasible. The length should be set 
by considering factors such as the amount of material that will be transported along the 
routes, the type of roads that will be used, and the density of the population along the 
corridors. Similarly, the breadth of the corridor to be assessed (the distance from the 
road) would also need to be based on factors such as risk, road type, and density of the 
population.
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Proposal 6. If the applicant proposes to locate its facility upon a site with existing 
industrial activity or which has previously been, or is currently being, usedfor 
nuclear-related activities, and it is determined that impacts upon a subject 
population must be assessed, assessment of the significance of those impacts shall 
focus only upon the additional impacts that the newly licensed facility will cause 
relative to any current impacts.  

The NRC has only recently begun to make environmental justice a consideration in the 
licensing of nuclear facilities. Most nuclear facilities and sites in the U.S. have been 
licensed and permitted with no consideration of racial discrimination or disparate impacts 
on minority and low-income populations; however, the NRC, in an effort to incorporate 
environmental justice concerns into the regulation of nuclear facilities, now requires an 
environmental justice assessment in order to renew the license for the operation of 
nuclear plant. The LES recommendation, however, impedes the incorporation of 
environmental justice concerns into nuclear regulation by proposing to grandfather-in 
past and current impacts of nuclear-related activities by only requiring an assessment of 
additional impacts. The NRC should not allow past environmental injustices to proceed 
under the guise of a new, if not altogether different, nuclear activity.  

In the past several years, the NRC has made an important and significant effort to 
advance environmental justice concerns in the arena of nuclear regulation. Adopting the 
LES proposals would be a giant step in the wrong direction. If built, the plant proposed 
by LES will have real effects on the people and communities of Hartsville and the 
surrounding area for many years to come. Those people, and those communities, deserve 
a fair, appropriate, and reasonable review of the environmental justice concerns in the 
siting of a nuclear facility in their neighborhoods.  

The LES request to limit the parameters of the environmental justice review should 
be denied.
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